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From the Director's Chair
By Heidi Howard, Founder and executive Director of DEAFKAN
Happy Spring! This morning I spied two robins outside my kitchen window in one of
my backyard trees. I would love it if they would claim the nest in my tree and build it
up this year. I also love knowing that underneath the ground there are bulbs and
dormant flowers and bushes just waiting to burst forth with life again. It may look like
nothing is happening but then all of the sudden, it appears -- a glorious dazzle of
nature's creations. That's how I feel about Deaf Kids' Art Network this year.
If you talk to any of our DEAFKAN volunteers, they will tell you that I've been calling
this our "breakthrough year." Like the flowers underneath the ground, we have been
busy for the last two years, building the foundation of what we envision our
organization becoming. This year we will be emerging on a big scale. We are gaining
the support of the community and it is showing! Watch us on PBS during the 150th
anniversary of the Gettysburg Address. It will be a compilation video of different
organizations reciting each line of the Gettysburg Address. Of course, we will be
signing our lines. We are thrilled to be included in this project!
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For the first time, we are partnering with the annual River Festival in June to help plan Celebrate Abilities on Tuesday,
June 3rd from 5-8pm. This will be a hands-on night with LOTS of different organizations showing the community what
people CAN do.
We are also partnering with the Wichita Community Theater this summer to host our first annual summer theater/art
camp. "Turn it Up, Express Yourself!" will be taught by two amazing women on July 27- Aug 2. Three age groups for
five days. Crystal Schwarts, from Chicago, IL will be teaching dance and theater. Sara Roybal joins us from
Albuquerque, NM to teach fine arts. Both women are experienced the Teachers and great with inspiring, encouraging
and teaching youth.
We consider ourselves extremely lucky to have them with us! We will be using the Wichita Community Theater in the
historic College Hill area of Wichita. And this is not even the half of it! We have so many fun things planned for this
entire year. Please follow us on Facebook www.facebook.com/ DeafKAN and check out our new blog page for our
summer theater/art camp: www.deafkan.wordpress.com.
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Meeting Nancy Rourke
by Heidi Howard
Interviewing Deaf artist and performers is really important to us at Deaf Kids’
Art Network. We connect with positive Deaf role models in any way we can!
In this issue, we are asking Nancy Rourke, De’VIA artist and Deaf activist,
questions about her art journey. Nancy’s work has been featured on Switched
at Birth, shown in galleries all over the country, and she has traveled overseas to
Russia to promote Deaf art, or De’VIA. Please visit her website and her bio page
to learn more about her and her work. www.nancyrourke.com
About your art journey...
HH: On your biography page of your website, you share that you started drawing and painting at six years old. So
you've basically been creating art your whole life.
NR: Yes, that is correct, all my life.
HH: Is there anything on your journey that you wish you could go back and change? For example, you've said that after the
showing at the Ankrum Gallery in Los Angeles you stopped painting because you didn't have the conﬁdence in your
chances of success. Would you change that? What would Now --- Nancy say to Then --- Nancy?
NR: No, I would have not changed it. I am happy at what I had done in my lifetime. I said that because I knew my
painting was more of a hobby. But I was doing SO WELL in that ﬁeld. I stopped because I had a hard time deciding what to
choose from, to work in a corporate world or to be a full time artist. I chose the corporate world because a job was
more secure and pay was coming regularly. However, I had miserable times in the workplace. It was all about
communication barrier in the workplace. I was laid oﬀ at diﬀerent companies again and again. There was no security at all
for me. It was HARD and that was when I decided to become a full time painter. I knew it would be diﬃcult at ﬁrst because
I was not getting paid regularly anymore. There was a reason for me to become a full time artist. I guess it was meant
to be.
HH: Are there any mediums that you would like to explore in the future?
NR: Yes, I want to get back to working with mixed media. I want to try using oil bars for writing messages on canvases. I had
always wanted to try doing paper-mache, and paint with primary colors. I want to use motifs that I have in my paintings and make
ﬁgurines, statues and masks. I wanted to get back to spray painting which I did in my college years.
HH: Are there any individuals that gave encouragement along the way that really made a diﬀerence for you?
NR: Yes, much encouragement that made a huge diﬀerence in me. I had learned to do my own painting business. I learned
how to become a proliﬁc artist. These encouragements came from an artist I was inspired by. I watched at how business
worked in the art world. I never asked for help because I wanted to do this all to myself.
About De'VIA...
For our readers, I’d like to brieﬂy explain that De’VIA stands for Deaf View Image Art. Basically, it means art from a Deaf perspective.
Sometimes it includes sign language (or it may not) but it does address what many Deaf people experience as a minority. We will spend
more time on De’VIA in future issues!
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HH: I met you in Olathe, KS when you came for the De'VIA Gala and Artist Retreat last summer in June 2013. It was so
amazing to be in the same room as all the Deaf artists that I have only heard about and a lot more that I didn't even
know about. How was it for you to be around all the artists and working on the mural?

From left to right, DEAFKAN Volunteers, Katie Wise, Heidi Howard, and Joshua Blake.
NR: It was an incredible experience working and being around all of the artists. It felt like I had ﬁnally gotten together
with so many Deaf artists who we have similar thoughts and ideas. We had shared so much together. We all have the
same collective consciousness that we think alike without knowing it. The retreat happens very rarely. In fact, the
retreat was the ﬁrst since Spectrum in the 1970s, a gathering of Deaf artists at art colony in Austin, Texas. So, there
was a huge excitement and we were like family. We had special moments working together on a mural that we will
never forget in our lifetimes. And now the mural is hanged up at the Kansas School for the Deaf in Olathe, Kansas.
HH: I was deeply moved by the mural that was created just like the last convention of Deaf artists that met 25 years
ago and created a similar mural to represent the Manifesto. All these years later, what does the vision of the future for
De'VIA look like?
NR: De’VIA is turning 25 this year in May 2014, and the vision is to aim
big for the next 25 years. De’VIA is becoming much stronger nowadays, as there are more emerging artists involved than
before. The goal is to aim for "artivism" which is based on artists being activists; artists become ARTivists. I look
forward to having De’VIA artists adding new visions in the Manifesto. Artists hope that Deaf children will learn about
De’VIA and to become future De’VIA artists.
About you’re recent, trip to Russia...
HH: How did this trip come about?
NR: It was an unbelievable trip. First time for me to ever go overseas. St. Petersburg is a beautiful city. The trip to Russia
for the World hears my soul with International deaf artists, approximately 86 artists. With ﬁve, USA Deaf artists
came to teach about Deaf View Image Art ( De'VIA). None of them knew about deaf art deaf experience. It was all new to
them. We taught them what De’VIA is about. One older Deaf artist who grew up during communism told one of us that
we are angry artists and that we needed to calm down and show more happy art. He thought I was an angry artist and
told me that no one wants to buy angry art. Then there's another group of younger deaf Russian artists and they were
eager to learn everything about De’VIA. Full of energy and enthusiastic and so curious to learn about deaf art.
HH: Were there any speciﬁc places/art/people in Russia that inspired you? Will we see a Russian inﬂuence in your work
anytime soon?
NR: Yes, the most inspiration I had ever gotten was from The Hermitage museum. We had only one hour to walk
Continued on next page →
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through the entire building. One USA deaf artist knew about the museum took us on a fast tour around the building.
Until we got to the fourth ﬂoor, he said I have a surprise to show you. And it was Henri Matisse's The Dance painting.
I could not believe my own eyes seeing the real Matisse paintings. I was in awe, like totally surprised and in honor.
Then we went to the Peterhof Summer Palace and saw the world famous water fountain with golden nude sculptures.
Just beautiful. I did a painting of these nude sculptures in the water fountains. Never forget the moments there.

Hermitage Museum in
St. Petersburg, Russia

HH: Are there any other places in the world where you would like to travel?
NR: Yes, I want to visit Paris, France. And stop by at one of the oldest art supply shop where Picasso used to buy his pastels,
oil paint, etc. Then I want to go to Place du Tertere in Montmarte where famous artists gathered together at a small pub,
where they used to hang out.
Your current inspiration...
HH: I am almost afraid to ask this question since it may be a cliché, but can
you tell us what is inspiring you TODAY?
NR: There are many that I am inspired by. I am inspired by one graﬃti.
artist, Banksy, and another artist, Behl, who had just recently been killed
in Detroit, and Bedy G. Miller. These artists are very brave and are not
afraid to risk anything in art. They are what inspired me, not afraid to expose
the world to their powerful art.
HH: Do you have so many ideas of things to paint, that
you have to try and keep up with them, or do you get
artist’s block? Or maybe a combination of both?
NR: Yes, I want to spray paint, and want to do murals,
and want to paint big canvases, and want to do a video
documentary of my work. I want to keep painting every
day. I get new ideas every day. I write notes and I carry

Deafhood
by Nancy Rourke
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sketchbook everywhere I go. Do I get artists block, yes.
Three times a year. That is all. I’m just a proliﬁc artist.
Just could not stop painting.
HH: Past or present, which artist would you love to meet?
NR: I would love to meet Jacob Lawrence, Bedy G Miller, Jean Michel Basquiat, Picasso, Henri Matisse, Andre Derain.
HH: Your use of the primary colors with black and grey make your artwork very recognizable. Do you ever get tired
of these colors?
NR: Never.
HH: Do you ever paint or create art that is not Deaf‐related? A landscape here and there, maybe?
NR: Yes, I do commission works that are not deaf related. Especially portraits and some still lives and some
landscapes. Very rarely and I rarely show everyone my non- d e a f related paintings.
About inspiring the next generation...
HH: What would you say to future Deaf artists that are children now?
NR: I would tell them to learn as much about De'VIA and its history and the De'VIA artists, and to follow our steps. I hope
that one day they will become an activist and to keep De'VIA going strong and to be inspired by.
Thank you. Nancy
References:
Photo of Paris Café (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:LaCloseriedesLilas.jpg) Montparnasse
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Montparnasse)
Sidebar:

Blue tape: tied‐down, trapped, crossed‐out, mask of benevolence, labeled, ASL prohibited.
Yellow light: so that Deaf people can see.
Yellow color: Hope and light.
Red/white circle: attention, target, focal point.
Light gray‐blueish color: Deafhood.
DNA structure: genetic engineering, Deaf Hereditary, Deaf gene,
Eugenics.

Hand: Deaf people, Deaf pride, Deaf culture, language and
Communication.

Ear, mouth: Audism, moralism, genetic engineering, Eugenics,
Alexander Graham Bell.

Red/blue eyebrows: my art style.
Heart: Deaf heart, Deaf mind.
Strings: tied down, audism trapped, colonialism, Deaf person as
a puppet.

Cracks: almost extinct, disappearing and warning.
Bandaid: warning, safe, protection.
Black/blue/white color: Oralism, audism and Mask of
Benevolence.
Elephant: Alexander Graham Bell and his associates.
Yellow Horse: Deaf people.
Black hole/Circles: invasion, attacking, Second Wave of Oralism.

Valli’s Dandelion’s by Nancy Rourke

Red Mountain: Deaf people ﬁgh.ng to stay strong, to overcome Oralism.
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Everyone show your support for DEAFKAN! Volunteers, family, friends, and
strangers come forth and display your love for the Deaf Culture!

http://www.thatdeafguy.com/
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Deaf Awareness Week!!!!

May 19th to 25th of 2014
"Do you know that 15% of the
population are deaf to some
extent?
Out of every 10,000 people, ten
will be extremely deaf and
100 will be partially deaf."
http://www.nationalawareness-days.com/ deafawareness- week.html

Wichita River Festival Event!

Tuesday, June 3rd
Celebrating our abilities
through interactive booths, live
entertainment, and celebrating
and educating what people
CAN do!
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WSU ASL Club
WSU ASL Club aims to spread, the already spreading, language of American
Sign Language across Wichita State University's campus.
They have meetings once a month and have events,
which include not only students, but everyone who
is interested in learning ASL and the deaf from all
over!
The students at WSU are very excited to expand
their knowledge of ASL and become strong allies
with the Deaf Community.
To get in contact with the president of ASL Club, or
other members, there is WSU ASL Club facebook page. Or you can email them
at aslshockers@gmail.com.

Help Help Help Help
Please Log onto Facebook and Ask US What you want to know about us?
What do You Want to ask a Hearing Person about their hearing?
What do you Want to ask a Deaf Person about their Deafness?
What do you Want to ask a Hard of Hearing Person about their Hearing?

- DEAFKAN: https://www.facebook.com/#!/DeafKAN
- Kansas School for the Deaf:

https://
www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Kansas-School-for-the- Deaf/149671345058707

-

WSU ASL Club: https://www.facebook.com/#!/ DeafKAN
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